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Indoor slippers with a strap across the dorsal forefoot are popular with older women. 
However, their influence on the foot motion has not been reported. This study evaluated the 
range of movement in the knee and ankle joints during walking and changes in trunk 
displacement during sit-to-stand when 10 healthy older women wore two types of slippers 
and were barefoot. Compared to barefeet, walking in slippers results in significant increases 
in the knee flexion angle in the swing phase. However, there is nonsignificant differences 
in the ankle angle in any phase across all conditions. During the sit-stand transition when 
slippers are worn, there is a significant reduction in the peak trunk tilt angle and range, as 
well as the duration of the weight shift when motion is initiated. The findings therefore 
provide a better understanding of slipper features and designs associated with changes in 
foot kinematics in older women. 
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Slip-on slippers that have a strap across the dorsal forefoot are popular as indoor footwear, 
especially for older women because they are flexible, convenient, and non- restricting. 
Nonetheless, the mule design of slippers, which does not have any form of fixation or 
stabilization around the heel or sole area, also fail to control heel motions and maintain gait 
stability (Yick, Tse, Lo, Ng, & Yip, 2016). The absence of these key structural features of 
slippers may lead to slipping of the foot and therefore high risks of falls (Menz & Morris, 
2005). Footwear characteristics, such as hardness, weight, sole thickness, and heel height 
change the foot motion and gait during walking (Morio, 2009; Schulze et al., 2014; Shakoor, 
2010), and also contribute to changes in the plantar pressure and dynamic balance, which 
lead to increased muscle activity during locomotion, and potentially increase the risks of 
fatigue and falling (Lord, 1999; Menz, Lord, & McIntosh, 2001; Robbins, Gouw, & 
McClaran, 1992). However, there has been a scarcity of scientific work that offers a 
comfortable and safe footwear solution for older people that can be worn at home. 

As gait performance declines with age, older individuals often have a slower walking speed, 
shorter and wider stride length, as well as lower joint power in the lower limb (Devita & 
Hortobagyi, 2000; Hageman & Blanke, 1986; Ostrosky, VanSwearingen, Burdett, & Gee, 
1994; Stief et al., 2016). They also move more slowly or experience difficulties when 
carrying out various activities, such as walking a straight line, presumably because of 
musculoskeletal and postural control challenges (Buckley, Pitsikoulis, Barthelemy, & 
Hass, 2008; Cromwell & Newton, 2004; Kim & Yoo, 2014). Previous studies have reported 
that there is a reduced range of motion in the ankle and first metatarsophalangeal joints 
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with increased age (James, 1989; Scott, Menz, & Newcombe, 2006), whilst reduced 
strength of the ankle and hallux plantar flexor muscles may affect balance and locomotion 
performances (da Silva Homem et al., 2016; Mecagni, Smith, Roberts, O’Sullivan, 2000; 
Spink et al., 2011). Even though previous research has recommended that improvements 
in the motion control properties of footwear are crucial in the design and development of 
geriatric indoor footwear (Byrne & Curran, 1998; Hall & Nester, 2004), to the best of 
our knowledge, kinematical studies on slippers with different design features compared to 
a barefoot condition in older people are very scarce. Amongst the different types of human 
physical configurations, the ability to stand up after sitting (i.e., sit-to-stand [STS]), which is 
an essential prerequisite for walking, is one of the most fundamental and frequent motions 
in maintaining the independence of elderly persons. There are important elements in 
natural rising from a seated position. The base of support is narrowed in the seated 
position, and there is the forward shifting of the trunk. The center of gravity also shifts 
forward to a base of support that comprised the feet. Finally, there is an upward shifting of 
the center of gravity due to the extension of the knee and hip joints (Tully, Fotoohabadi, & 
Galea, 2005; Vander Linden, Brunt, & Mcculloch, 1994). The shifting in the trunk and 
center of gravity can greatly alter balance during different postural transition phases and the 
reason why STS requires good coordination of muscle activity to achieve postural stability. 
With age-related reductions in the physical mobility of older adults, decreased motor 
control ability exerts greater impacts on STS postures (Arnold, Lanovaz, Oates, Craven, 
& Butcher, 2015; Mazza, Benvenuti, Bimbi, & Stanhope, 2004; Millington, Myklebust, & 
Shambes, 1992). A previous study (Ganea, Paraschiv-Ionescu, Büla, Rochat, & Aminian, 
2011) showed that older frail persons have significantly reduced smoothness and stability 
to rise from a chair, which may contribute to a greater degree of trunk tilt and higher 
risks of falling. The trunk displacement in the mediolateral plane and weight-bearing 
asymmetry were also observed during the STS transition (Lecours, Nadeau, Gravel, & 
Teixera-Salmela, 2008; Roy et al., 2006). Besides, the anterior- posterior and mediolateral 
postural sway were significantly affect- ed by the hardness of the insole during standing 
after the entire transition took place (Qiu et al., 2012). However, the effects of slippers 
on the trunk kinematics during STS posture remain unclear. Understanding the impacts 
of slippers on the range of joint motion will help to identify at which point during a task 
when the concerned individual has less stability, and may provide warning signs of the 
potential of falling during the task. A better understanding will also have great importance 
when it comes to material consideration and design of indoor slippers for older people. 

Therefore, one of the goals of this study is to evaluate the effects of two typical kinds of 
open-toe slippers without a heel counter on range of motion of the knee and ankle joints at 
critical gait events in older adults, as compared to barefoot walking. Another goal is to 
determine whether different footwear conditions have any impact on the orientation of the 
mediolateral trunk and trunk tilt during the STS transition. We hypothesize that (1) walking 
in open-heel slippers would alter the range of motion of the knees and ankles due to lack 
of fixation, especially during the swing phase; (2) slippers with a more rigid footbed would 
induce smaller mediolateral displacements of the trunk; and (3) slippers would alter the 
duration of any of the phases during the STS transition. 

 

 

 



 

 

Methods 

Participants 

Ten healthy females between the ages of 60 and 67 years (mean: 62.85; SD: 2.81) were 

recruited for this study. Their body mass index (BMI) ranged from 20.41 to 28.62 kg/m2 

(mean: 23.40; SD: 2.67). Their foot size ranges from a European size 35 to 38. Prior to 

participation in the study, each subject received a foot and gait assessment provided by the 

same physiotherapist to determine that they have healthy feet with good feet sensitivity, the 

ability to walk unaided for 10 m, and a normal balance and gait performance. Those with 

any current or history of major foot pain, deformities, or orthopedic or neurological problems 

in the lower limbs were excluded. This study was approved by the Human Subjects Ethics 

Sub-committee of the Research Committee, and all of the participants gave their informed 

written consent to participate in the study. 

Footwear 

Three conditions were evaluated: barefoot and with the use of two types of slippers – hard 
and soft. The style of the slippers selected is a popular type of indoor footwear worn by local 
older adults (Figure 1), which is typically open-toe, and secured to the foot with a strap 
across the dorsal forefoot. Their physical properties are shown in Table 1 

 

 

Figure 1 — Slippers used during wear trials (left: soft slipper; right: hard slipper).



 

 

Table 1 Physical Property of Soft and Hard Slippers 
 

 

 
 

Experimental Protocol 

The experiment involved two components as shown in Figure 2; one in which the participants 
had to walk, and another in which they had to perform an STS task. In each component, the 
participants were asked to walk in their bare feet and then walk after donning two types of 
common indoor slippers (soft and hard). The sequence of the three conditions (barefoot, soft 
slippers, and hard slippers) was counter- balanced to minimize potential order effects. A 
12-camera motion capture system (Motion Analysis Eagle System, CA, USA) was used to 
record and analyze the motion of the lower limbs during walking and the STS movement. 
The sampling rate was 60 Hz. The data were processed by using a second-order Butterworth 
filter with a cut-off frequency of 6 Hz, and time normalized to 100% of the stance phase. The 
participants were required to change into tight-fitting clothes. Twenty-nine retroflective 
markers were placed bilaterally over the bony landmarks of the body (Figure 3) and one 
marker was placed at the back of each slipper heel. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 — Wear trial flow chart. 



 

 

 

 
  

Figure 3 — Marker placement on human body. 

 
 



 

 

In the walking component of the experiment, the participants were asked to first walk at a 

comfortable self- selected speed on a 9- m walkway. The average self- selected speed was 

then recorded for each subject, which is 3.17 km/h (SD: 0.48), and ranges from 3.03 to 

3.29 km/h. The trials were acceptable if the measured speed was within 5% of the target 

speed to minimize the effects of different walking speeds. In each test condition, the 

participants were given a 5-min acclimatization period to walk along the pathway and 

familiarize themselves with the surroundings and footwear conditions. They were then 

instructed to complete five valid walking trials. The range of motion of the ankle and knee 

of the dominant leg was reported at critical gait events. To estimate the amount of foot 

pronation-supination, the rearfoot angle was calculated because this angle is relatively 

independent from motions in other joints, and thus less prone to error (Cheung & Ng, 2007). 

Markers 1 and 2 formed a vector from the foot segment and markers 3 and 4 formed another 

vector representing the lower leg segment (Figure 4). The rearfoot angle is defined as the 

acute intercepting angle between these two vectors with Equation (1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 — Location of markers. 

 
In the STS task, the participants were instructed to stand up from an armless, backless, and 
height-adjustable chair at their own self-selected speed and with their arms hanging by their 
sides without touching the chair. The starting position before each trial was standardized 
by adjusting the chair so that a 90° angle was symmetrically formed between the thigh, 
shank, and the foot. They were instructed not to move their feet during testing and keep their 
eyes focused on a stationary target. They were also instructed to begin the task after the 
command “ready, start, stand”. They practiced the task several times prior to the actual data 
collection until, visually, their performance appeared to be smoothly executed. Three 
successful trials were recorded. A trial was considered unsuccessful if the participants 
moved their feet or touched the chair with their arms. The trunk segment, with representation 
of the sagittal plane, was initially defined by five markers: CV7, T10, RIPS, LIPS and SIN. 
The initial reference was captured with the subject sitting upright at static position for 5 s. 
The local coordination system (as reference as trunk segment) was then calculated and 
defined by averaging the segment data of the 5 s. During STS transition, the trunk segment 
is flexed and extended with respect to the trunk tilt; while the trunk segment is medial and 
lateral bended with respect to mediolateral displacement (Figure 5). The examination of 
mediolateral displacement of the trunk is shown in Figure 6 in red color.

Marker 1: Center of heel cap 

Marker 2: Center of heel cap at the insertion of 

the Achilles tendon 

Marker 3: Center of the Achilles tendon at the 

height of medial malleolus 

Marker 4: 15 cm above Marker 3 at the center 

of the leg 
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Flexion/extension Lateral bending 

Figure 5 — Illustration of rotation on trunk segment. 

 

 

Figure 6 — Schematic diagram of subject performing sit-to-stand (STS) task. Dashed 
line connects markers on spine (CV7, TV10, left and right of the posterior iliac spine) 
to illustrate orientation of trunk. 

The STS task was then further divided into three phases from the kinematic data as shown 
in Figure 7 (Millington et al., 1992): phases I, II and III. In Phase I, there is a weight shift, 
which begins at the first discernible trunk flexion (more than 0.05° in one frame of motion) 
and pelvis rotation, and continues until knee extension is initiated. Phase II is the transition, 
which begins with the initiation of knee extension (more than 0.05° in one frame of motion) 
and ends with reverse trunk flexion to trunk extension. The transition from shifting the 
weight of the body forward to lifting the body upwards takes place. Phase III is lifting, 
which begins with reverse trunk motion to trunk extension. Full extension to the standing 
position is achieved. The start and finish times of the STS task were determined based on the 
joint angle deviation (3 degrees) with respect to the stationary initial and final joint angles, 
respectively. In addition, the percentage of motion and trunk tilt (Figure 8 and Equations 2–
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4) during the STS task was also analyzed. A 3-min rest period with the slippers taken off was 
provided in each phase of the task to reduce potential muscle fatigue effects (Cram, 1998). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7 — Three phases of sit-to-stand (STS) transition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 — Kinematic features of a sit-to-stand (STS) transition. 

where N is the number of frames of an STS transition and SGP is the trunk segment. 

  

where d is the frame instance with data points at peak angle. 

 

where N is the number of frames of an STS transition and SGP is the trunk segment. 

 

 



 

 

Statistical Analysis 

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 
17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for the statistical analysis. A one-way repeated 
measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to assess the effects of the 
different footwear conditions on the range of motion of the joints and rearfoot angle during 
walking, as well as the orientation of the trunk and trunk tilt during STS motion. 
Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc tests were subsequently used to compare the measurements 
between each of the conditions. The alpha level was set at the conventional level of .05. 

 

Results 

Walking Task 

Table 2 lists the parameters of the joint motion of the knee and ankle of the dominant leg 

during walking in different footwear conditions. It can be observed that there is a significant 

difference (p < .05) in knee flexion and rearfoot angle in the swing phase amongst the three 

footwear conditions. The results of the Bonferroni pair-wise comparison show that wearing 

hard slippers leads to increased knee flexion (p < .05) as compared to the barefoot condition 

during swing. When wearing a soft slipper, the rearfoot angle is significantly larger (p < 

.05) than that in a barefoot condition during foot swing. There is no significant difference 

between the stride length and ankle joint angle in any of the phases amongst the different 

footwear conditions. 

 

Table 2 Joint Motion Parameters of Dominant Leg During Walking in Different 

Footwear Conditions, Mean (SD) (N = 10) 

 
 

*Significant differences among footwear conditions; #significant differences between 
barefoot and soft slippers; ** significant differences between barefoot and hard slippers; 
+ = significant differences between soft slipper and hard slipper. 

Sit-to-Stand Task 

Two participants with missing data showed different outcomes from those who were able 
to provide all of the required data. To reduce the risk of bias in the results of the individual 
trials, the data of these two participants were excluded in the STS analysis. With reference 
to Table 3 and Figure 9, a significant difference is found in the peak trunk tilt angle and 
range across the three conditions. In the pair-wise comparison, the use of hard slippers leads 
to a significantly reduced peak trunk tilt angle and range. Regarding the percentage of 



 

 

motion (Table 3), there is a significant difference in phase I amongst the barefoot and slipper 
conditions, of which wearing slippers results in less time in which the weight shifting 
occurs (phase I percentage of motion) as opposed to the barefoot condition. Besides, as 
shown in Figure 10, the average time used to complete the motion in both phase I and phase 
III is somewhat similar in all conditions. The transition phase (phase II) is notice- ably short 
as well in each condition. The mean duration of barefoot condition is shorter and has the 
standard deviation of lower value as compared to other conditions, though not statistically 
significant. The time used to complete the entire motion and the mediolateral displacement 
of the trunk between the three experimental conditions does not reach statistical 
significance. 
 

Table 3 Data on Trunk for STS (Mean [SD]) (N = 8) 

 

 

 
Figure 9 — Trunk tilt for sit-to-stand (STS) task. Trunk data extracted from a single trial 
as an example of one test subject in three footwear conditions. 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 10 — The maximum, mean, and minimum value of each phase during the sit-to-

stand (STS) task. 

 

Discussion 

Evaluation of the kinematic effects of indoor slippers is crucial for older adults as many 
older people spend most of their time at home. Therefore, in this study, the effects of two 
kinds of typical open-toe slippers without a heel counter during two basic daily activities 
are examined in a group of healthy older subjects: walking and STS transition. The results 
support the hypothesis that wearing slippers will alter the joint motions of the knees 
during walking and the duration of the STS movement when compared to the barefoot 
condition. However, no significant difference is found in the ankle joint angle at any phase 
of the walking or in the mediolateral displacement of the trunk during the STS transition 
when slippers are worn. 

Walking in slippers probably alters gait because they are an additional mass to the body. 
The knee flexion angle tends to be greater with the use of slippers in the swing phase. The 



 

 

weight of the footwear may cause an increase in distal mass, thus producing a pendulum-
lengthening effect on the leg, and resulting in increased inertia during the swing phase 
(Majumdar et al., 2006; Oeffinger et al., 1999). Hence, wearing slippers tends to result in a 
larger knee flexion angle in swing. In addition to the weight, walking in slippers with a 
harder footbed, i.e., hard slippers, induced a significantly larger knee flexion angle in the 
swing phase versus a barefoot condition. One possible reason is for foot clearance so as to 
prevent tripping (Greene & Granat, 2000; Judge, Davis, & Ounpuu, 1996; Yick et al., 
2016). In fact, knee flexion alone is not sufficient enough for ground clearance, and reaching 
maximum dorsiflexion during swing is essential for providing sufficient ground clearance 
to reduce trips and  falls  during  walking (Begg, Best, Dell’Oro, & Taylor, 2007; Greene 
& Granat, 2000; Nagano, Begg, Sparrow, & Taylor, 2011). This is especially important in 
older people to prevent their slippers from falling off from their feet, or coming unsecured 
during walking due to the absence of a heel counter. It is interesting that a shuffling gait 
was observed when the subjects were walking in their slippers. At the moment just before 
the heel strike, the participants swung their feet past the floor and then drew the heels to the 
floor. This might be due to insufficient fixation as the heel counter is absent, and therefore 
there is the tendency for the participants to drag their feet to reduce ground clearance and 
keep the slippers on (Yick et al., 2016). This dragging impairs normal gait which leads to 
unusual stresses and predispositions to trips and falls (Menant, Steele, Menz, & Munro, 
2008; Shroyer & Weimar, 2010). However, no significant difference is found in the ankle 
dorsiflexion angle during swing amongst the different footwear conditions. It is possible that 
this could have been a statistical type II error in that the current subject pool size is unable 
to attain sufficient statistical power. Besides, the results revealed that these older adults had 
a smaller rearfoot angle (less pronated) when wearing soft slippers than hard slippers or 
when barefoot. With the soft slippers, rearfoot angle was reduced by around 3°. One 
possible explanation for this may be the softer footbed material of the soft slippers which 
offer higher compressibility than other footwear conditions. The older adults may have 
altered their muscular activity to the footwear with different footbed hardness. 

The STS movement was divided into three phases to better characterize the knee and truck 
motions during the transition from sitting in a standard chair to a standing position. Phase I 
involved the weight shifting of the subject, which is characterized by the flexion of the 
trunk, thus resulting in a forward lean and change in the center of mass. The time taken to 
shift the weight is noticeably shorter when slippers are worn in comparison to bare feet. 
During phase I, the projection of the center of mass of the body is shifted from the initial 
base of support (the chair) to the new base of support (feet on the floor). The center of mass 
is moved anteriorly and upwardly, and the area of support may be moderately reduced while 
the load imposed on the feet may become greater. The presence of slippers probably 
increases the foot contact surface area for weight bearing and broadening the base of 
support. The ground reaction force is spread over a larger plantar region, thereby altering 
somatosensory feedback from the sole of the foot (Menz & Lord, 1999), and thus enhancing 
postural stability to prepare for the weight shift for standing. Phase II is the transition phase, 
in which the center of mass changes in the forward motion to an upward motion, with 
shifting the weight forward over the feet. In phase III, there is lifting, in which trunk 
extension starts and knee extension continues until a full standing position is reached. 
Although wearing slippers results in faster motions in both phases II and III versus in the 
barefoot condition, the influence of the footwear is not significant. 



 

 

Besides, wearing slippers tends to reduce the peak trunk tilt angle, peak percent duration, 
and range of trunk tilt when the trunk is moving upward and forward during the STS 
transition. It is postulated that the reduced peak trunk tilt angle and range are more obvious 
after wearing hard slippers. When wearing slippers with a harder footbed, the dynamic 
postural stability tends to be improved (Qu, 2015), which is essential for preventing lateral 
falls during movement, especially when the buttocks begin to lift off from the seat of the 
chair (Maki & McIlroy, 1996; Schenkman, Berger, Riley, Mann, & Hodge, 1990). There 
is a relatively high tendency to fall at gait initiation as it requires a complex synergy of 
muscular movement (Henriksson & Hirschfeld, 2005), such as after rising from a chair and 
changing posture. As elderly people have age- related reduction of muscle activity, they 
are likely to have weak balance control when changing positions in an STS movement. The 
present findings therefore provide insights on slipper design that would improve postural 
stability with changes in position. Al- though no significant difference in the mediolateral 
displacement of the trunk amongst the footwear conditions was found, yet all of the 
participants tend to tilt towards their right side (dominant foot side) when rising from an 
STS posture, which implies that the body weight is shifting to the dominant side during the 
posture transition. 

The study has certain limitations. The sample size of the subjects in our study is relatively 
small, which may limit the generalizability of the results. Nonetheless, the study provides 
preliminary evidence that wearing slippers can alter kinematic patterns during walking and 
sit-to-stand tasks, thereby providing the basis for future studies to optimize the design of 
indoor footwear for older adults. Besides, the participants in the current study are 60–67 
years old and of Asian origin; as such, the results may only be valid for this population of 
older Asian women. Hence, future work could take into consideration for another 
population of older individuals and use lower limb electromyography to provide critical 
insights on the coordination of the muscles and activity of the lower leg musculatures in 
different conditions associated with different ranges of joint motion. 

Conclusion 

This research explores the kinematic differences in older adults amongst three conditions: 
wearing of hard and soft slippers and in their bare feet, when walking and during the STS 
transition. The results show that walking in slippers with a heavy and a hard footbed is an 
additional burden which may increase knee flexion during swing. Yet hard slippers tend to 
enhance postural stability during the STS transition. Besides, wearing slippers when rising 
from a chair enhances stability which results in shortening the duration of weight shifting. 
Walking and getting up from a chair are important daily activities of older people, and 
therefore these findings enhance our understanding of slipper features that are associated 
with changes in foot kinematics in older women, and provide the basis for indoor slipper 
designs that would enhance postural stability in older people. 
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